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"With Malice Towards None": The Springfield, Illinois Race Riot of 1908
Abstract
On Saturday, March 4th, 1865, a tall man with dark, tussled hair and a beard, dressed in a large great coat
with top hat removed, stood on the portico of the Capitol Building in Washington, D.C., addressing the
large crowd that had gathered to hear him speak. These civilians crowded near to the balcony, not only to
hear the speaker but also to fend off the cold, leftover from the rain of the preceding weeks. After briefly
discussing the issues of civil war and slavery, he appealed to the Almighty for assistance and closed with
these now familiar lines: "With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God
gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds... to do
all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves and all nations." In 1908,
forty-three years later, Lincoln would have been pleased that North and South had reconciled one another,
re-fused the weakened bonds of Union, and taken the meaning of his speech to heart. However, not all
was well in the state of Illinois. In Springfield, the birthplace of emancipation, shouts of "Lincoln freed you,
now we'll show you where you belong," rang throughout the streets in the summer air, clearly
demonstrating that "with malice toward none and charity for all," applied only to those who belonged to
Lincoln's race.
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"WITH MALICE TOWARD NONE": THE SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS RACE RIOT
OF1908

ANDREW CARLSON

On Saturday, March 4th, 1865, a tall man with dark, tussled hair and a
beard, dressed in a large great coat with top hat removed, stood on the portico of
the Capitol Building in Washington D.C., addressing the large crowd that had
gathered to hear him speak. These civilians crowded near to the balcony, not
only to hear the speaker but also to fend off the cold, leftover from the rain of the
preceding weeks. After briefly discussing the issues of civil war and slavery, he
appealed to the Almighty for assistance and closed with these now familiar lines:
"With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God
gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up
the nation's wounds ... to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and
lasting peace among ourselves and with all nations." 1 In 1908, forty-three years
later, Lincoln would have been pleased that North and South had reconciled one
another, re-fused the weakened bonds of Union, and taken the meaning of his
speech to heart. However, not all was well in the state of Illinois. In Springfield,
the birthplace of emancipation, shouts of "Lincoln freed you, now we'll show
you where you belong," rang throughout the streets in the summer air, clearly
demonstrating that "with malice toward none and charity for all," applied only
to those who belonged to Lincoln's race. 2
The riot from which the aforementioned quotation is drawn is
important because it demonstrates that the old existing notion-that racial
prejudice and conflict existed predominantly in the South-was false, even
before the now famous example in Detroit analyzed by Kevin Boyle. Not
surprisingly, the conflagration that erupted in Springfield was not the first race
riot that occurred in the North. As Roberta Senechal aptly states, "Numerous
anti-black riots occurred in the first half of the nineteenth century, and between
1900 and 1908, they disrupted cities like New York, New York and Springfield,
Ohio, as well as Evansville and Greensburg, Indiana." 3 In addition to these,
there were also a large number of race riots in the South, most notably those at
Wilmington, North Carolina in 1898 and Atlanta, Georgia in 1906. All of these,
both North and South, were similar in that they were race riots:
A type of civil disturbance involving aggressive behavior by whites
against blacks or by blacks against whites, and characterized by a

1
Abraham Lincoln, "Second Inaugural Address" (Library of Congress Archives, revised 2002),
http·ll www.loc. govtcxhibitsltreasuresltrt053.html (accessed October 28, 2007).
2
Roberta Senechal, The Sociogenesis of a Race Riot: Springfield, Illinois, in 1908 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1990), 2.
3 Senechal, The Sociogenesis of a Race Riot... , 2.
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precipitating incident (usually a seemingly minor event), quickly
followed by a spontaneous outburst of violence on the part of the
aggrieved group; which is accompanied by a corresponding loss of
social control. 4
Nevertheless, it was the unique location of the Springfield riot which made it
different, and in many ways more significant than its predecessors. Thus, this
incident proved to be the 'fire bell in the night' for the strained relationships
between the races, and established itself as the decisive motivator for the
formation of a national group which championed civil rights-the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Before it is possible to
discuss and grasp the importance of this riot, it is first useful to examine the
character of race relations in the United States during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Without an understanding of the preceding period, it
is impossible to understand how such an inaccurate perception of sectional racial
relations developed within the United States at the dawn of the 20th century.
In the South, the prospects of blacks realizing new political rights,
acquired through the bloodiest struggle in the nation's history, vanished with the
Compromise of 1877. Although the "Corrupt Bargain" was a term coined by
Andrew Jackson after being politically outmaneuvered in the election of 1824, no
doubt many blacks could empathize with his attitude when they were similarly
betrayed by backroom deals which ensured the election of Rutherford B. Hayes
at their expense. 5 Rather than gaining the equality promised them by the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, blacks instead were placed
under a new informal system of subjugation policies termed 'Jim Crow.' Under
these principles, white Southerners sought to maintain supremacy by preserving
the United States as a white man's country. An example of this, is evident in one
of the ideals of the Ku Klux Klan: "We would not rob the colored population of
their rights, but we demand that they respect the rights of the White Race in
whose country they are permitted to reside .. .if they do not respect those rights,
they must be reminded that this is a White Man's country!" 6
Although the Klan is well known for its enforcement of this idea, other
more discreet forms of subjugation existed and were practiced on a regular basis.
For example, certain rules of etiquette dictated who could and could not
converse, eat together, have sex or shake hands.? A breach of some of these
could even prove to be life threatening, often in the form of lynching, as was the
case if a nonwhite individual cursed, laughed at, or suggested that a white was
part of an inferior class. 8 The racial lynching of blacks only became common
after the Civil War because to lose a slave was to lose profit. Yet once they
became free men and women, it was a different story because lynching provided

Terry Ann Knopf, Rumors, Race and Riots (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1975), 367.
H. W. Brands, Andrew jackson: His Life and Times (New York, NY: Doubleday Press, 2005), 388.
6 Stetson Kennedy, Jim Crow Guide: The Way It Was (Gainesville, FL: Florida Atlantic University Press, 1959), 27.
4

5

'Ibid, 208-220.
8 Ibid,217.
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a "means of fear and control aimed at preventing interracial sexual liaisons
between black men and white women and at keeping blacks as docile dependent
laborers." 9 When single acts of violence proved incapable of preventing
nonwhites from gaining power, other more brutal methods were employed.
Consider the events in Wilmington, North Carolina, in 1898. The city
held the unique distinction of having a black majority population. As a result, it
had elected a number of Republicans (both black and white) to positions of
authority in the city. In order to overthrow those not up for election that year,
armed whites took to the streets and forced city legislators from office, leaving
death and destruction in their wake. One witness to the events described the
Cape Fear River as being "full of black bodies." 10 Although the exact number of
deaths is unknown, the span of estimated dead African-Americans ranges from
seven to well over three hundred.11 In the city of Atlanta, the dreadful 1906 riot
was ignited by similar political ambitions. Two opposing candidates, Hoke
Smith and Clarke Howell, battled for the gubernatorial nomination by playing to
white racial fears of the time-political and social equality with blacks. Such
notions were furthered by the yellow journalism in Atlanta, which ran stories
about sexual assaults on white women by black men. It was only a matter of
time before hell broke loose, which it did in the form of whites swarming the
streets and attacking every black in sight.1 2 By the time the state militia was
called and order had been restored, twenty-five African-Americans were dead,
many had been injured, and even more had fled the city.13
Despite such outrages on humanity, it was approval, not condemnation
that most often greeted these vigilantes. As Cecelski and Tyson suggest,
"Southern Democrats had turned white solidarity into a test of manhood and
honor," at a time when these values were dominant factors pressuring and
shaping society.1 4 In turn, this pressure applied to whites in the North as well.
The desire to reunite the country and maintain white supremacy led to the
tolerance of violent acts throughout the North, if on a somewhat lesser scale. On
a comparative level, the lynchings conducted in the United States during the
period 1882-1951, resulted in the South (former slave states) hanging 3,259 blacks
and 608 whites, while the North (former Free States) killed 92 blacks and 264
whites. 15 In considering this data, it is important to note that the South had more
lynchings overall; that the North and South lynchings correspond directly with
the racial population dispersions of the regions; that many areas of the North
were still rural and thus justice was subject to mob rule (regardless of race); and
finally, that the period extends well into the middle of the 20th century which

Dora A pel, Imagery of Lynching: Black Men, Wh ite Women, and tire Mob (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2004), 24.
DavidS. Cecelsk.i and Timothy B. Tyson, Eds., Democracy Betrayed: The Wilmington Race Riot of1898 and Its Legacy (Chapel Hill, NC:
University of No rth Carolina Press, 1998), 4.
ll lbid,S.
12 Rebecca Bu rns, Rage in the Gate City: The Story of the 1906 Atlan ta Race Riot (Cincinnati, OH: Emmis Books, 2006), 18.
l3 (bid, 18.
14 Cecelski and Tyson, Democracy Betrayed... , 5.
15 Allen D. Grimshaw, Ed., Racial Violence in tl1e United States (Chicago, IL: Aldine Publishing Co mpany, 1969), 57.
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slightly skews the data. Nevertheless, Grimshaw highlights that most of the
lynchings had greatly diminished by the 1920s, in regards to both races. Thus, it
is obvious that during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, even the
North had its fair share of lynchings-but this was not all.
In Evansville, Indiana, the large influx of black residents after the Civil
War had raised their number to thirteen percent of the city's total population, yet
these migrants were forced to endure poor living conditions, second-rate work,
and racial abuse.1 6 When a drunken black worker murdered a white patrolman,
crowds gathered outside the jail demanding that the defendant be released into
their custody. When local African-Americans banded together and armed
themselves to prevent this from happening, a fight broke out in the streets of the
city between armed groups of whites and blacks. The state militia was called
upon to defend the jail from the citizens, yet when a shot rang out, the soldiers
returned fire and even more blood was shed. In the aftermath of the riot, twelve
men were killed and "scores more were injured." 17
This incident in Indiana, as with others in the North, represented the
"influence of southern culture" brought about by the original migration of
Southerners to the west.18 This was especially true in the states which
constituted the Old Northwest Territory-Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Illinois. Although this region of the country had been a
stronghold for Whigs and the birthplace of the Republican party, it was also
home to the descendants of many once-Southern families . To many Republicans
of tl1e Civil War years and after, the states of the "southern Northwest," were
like "parts of slave states transplanted onto free soil." 19 So much so, that during
the conflict between the North and South, Copperheads in southern Illinois (and
other areas of the West) threatened to secede from the Union. 20 Though the Civil
War had come and gone, many of these roots and sentiments remained. Thus it
is evident, that throughout the United States (in North as w ell as South), black
and white Americans "questioned the relationship between race and order." 21
As they had repeatedly done when political storm douds gathered, Americans
looked to the heart of the American political world for answers- Washington
D.C.
The men who dominated the political scene in the nation's capital
during this time had grown up and risen to power during the post-Civil War
years. Much like the president at the time, Theodore Roosevelt, these politicians
had developed and matured under Victorian values. The Victorian man
demonstrated strength and courage as well as gentleness and unselfishness-in
Brian Butler, An Undergrowth of Folly: Public Order, Race Anxiety, and the 1903 Evansville, Indiana Riot (New York, NY: Garland
Publishing Inc.,
17 Ibid,
ts Butler, An Undergrowth of Folly ... , 166.
t9 Eric Foner, Free Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the Republican Party Before the Civil War (Oxfo rd, England: Oxford
Un iversity Press, 1970), 49.
.
.
20 Jenni C
er L Weber, Copperheads: The Rise and Fall of Lincolu's Opponents in the North (Oxfo rd, England: Oxford Umvers1ty Press,
t6

194.

2000), 158.

2006), 28.
21

Bu tler, An Undergrowth of Folly ... , 207.
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essence a sort of "moral manliness." 22 Coupled with this was the belief that one
had to demonstrate masculine virility and violence in order to demonstrate one's
manhood, without which it was likely for one to be dismissed as just another
effeminate Oscar Wilde. 23 Additionally, they were instructed in the tenets of
Charles Darwin and the social offshoots, which resulted in the belief in superior
and inferior races. With these notions engrained in them since childhood, it is
not difficult to believe that white men saw themselves as better than other races
and accordingly attempted to demonstrate this in their words and deeds. This is
especially evident in the tendency of white men to be overprotective of their
women, even going to great lengths to characterize other races, especially blacks,
as "lust-sodden beasts." 24
The Progressives in Washington were no exception to this trend. These
reform-minded whites formed a loose coalition from both sides of the aisle, while
also incorporating those from small factions like the socialists and independents.
As such, despite their common interest in the regulation of industry, they
advocated slightly different agendas, making it important to remember that most
progressives were "pragmatic and moderate, not ideological and radical." 25
However, there were a few radicals like the Southern Progressives, who
emphasized and strengthened the racial superiority of whites through the
disenfranchisement and degradation of blacks, which in turn led some critics to
suggest that the Progressive Era, at least in terms of racial relations, was truly a
"Regressive Era." 26 This is a bit too cynical, and likely the result of historians not
only applying 21st century values to earlier periods but also extrapolating the
evidence from a few sources and making sweeping assumptions about a wider
group. While a seductive trap for historians, such judgments should be made
sparingly, because as will soon be evident, not all of the leading political figures
of this time can be categorized as simple, virulent racists.
President Roosevelt, while a product of the Victorian society in which
he was raised, nevertheless demonstrated a sense of individuality in regards to
the question of race. As aforementioned, he like others of his era, was not always
ideal in his approach and on occasion was a bit of an opportunist, yet in addition
to Jack Johnson, he was as close to a 'Great Black Hope,' as African-Americans
had at the time.27 While Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. DuBois proved to be
dedicated and influential black leaders, it was Roosevelt, through the use of the
'bully pulpit' who had the ability to influence the nation as a whole through the
powers and respect granted him as president.
In 1901, just shortly after coming into office, President Roosevelt invited
Booker T. Washington to the White House to discuss political appointments in

the South over a meal, at which First Lady Edith Roosevelt, was present. This
was the first time that such a formal invitation had been extended to a man of
color (although Frederick Douglass had been to the White House during
Cleveland's administration), and as such, the president drew a great deal of
criticism from his opponents. Despite such outrage, Roosevelt commented that
"I shall have him [Washington] to dine just as often as I please . . . ." 28
Furthermore, Roosevelt appointed numerous blacks to political positions (more
often in the North than in the South), despite a great deal of opposition,
responding that "I cannot take the position that the door of hope-the door of
opportunity-is to be shut upon any man, no matter how worthy, purely upon
the grounds of race or color." 29 At another time, the president stated that
Americans must "treat the individual Negro just as we treat the individual white
man ... give him a fair chance ... a square deal; punish or penalize him as we
would a white man if he falls short or goes wrong ... encourage him if he goes
right."30 Roosevelt further outlined his criteria for a candidate to hold office,
when he underscored the notion that what should primarily be considered is
whether or not he is a good man and fit for the office. 31 These in essence
summarize Roosevelt's belief that each man, regardless of race, deserved to be
treated as a man so long as he amply demonstrated that he was one.
The Rough Rider-turned-president encouraged all Americans to pursue
the 'Strenuous Life,' which he himself embodied-virile, vigorous, and manly. 32
"Slothful men who lacked the desire and power to strive in the world," were
undesirable and deserved to be treated as such, but unlike others at the time, to
him this was not dependent solely upon one's color. 33 These ideas won him
favor with some members of the black community, foremost among them was
the musician Scott Joplin, who entitled a piece released in 1902, "The Strenuous
Life," in honor of Roosevelt and his efforts on behalf of blacks. 34 TR also spoke
out against lynching during his tenure in office, congratulating Indiana's
Governor Winfield Durbin for a commendable job in suppressing the Evansville
Riot in 1903:
Permit me to thank you as an American citizen for the admirable
way in which you have vindicated the majesty of the law by your
recent action in reference to lynching ... All thoughtful men must
feel the gravest alarm over the growth of lynching in this country,
and especially over the peculiarly hideous forms so often taken by
mob violence when colored men are the victims-on which
occasions the mob seems to lay most weight, not on the crime but
Southern, The Progressive Era ... , 114.
Ibid, 114.
30 George Sinkler, The Racial Attitudes of American Presidents from Abraham Lincoln to Theodore Roosevelt (Garden City, New York:
Anchor Books,
31 Henry Cabot Lodge, Ed., Selections from the Correspondence of Theodore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodge, 1884-1918, Vol II (New York,
NY: Charles Scribner's Sons,
32 Bederman, Manliness & Civilization ... , 193.
33 Ibid,
34 Berlin, Edward A., King of Ragtime: Scott Joplin and His Era (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1994), 105-106.
28

Gail Bederman, Manliness & Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 1880~1917 (Chicago, IL: University
of Chicago Press,
23Jbid, 175.
2
4 David E. Stannard, Honor Killing: Race, Rape, and Clarence Darrow's Spectacular Last Case (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 2005), 212.
25
David W. Southern, The Progressive Era and Race: Reaction and Reform, 1900-1917 (Wheeling, IL: Harlan Davidson, Inc., 2005), 44.
26Jbid,47.
27 Ibid, 113.
22

1995), 172.
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on the color of the criminal,35
Three years later, in his Sixth Annual Message, the president would again call the
nation's attention to the pressing issue of lynching, when he suggested that lynch
mobs "avenged in bestial fashion bestial deeds," thereby reducing these justices
to the level of the criminal.36 As with his viewpoint on blacks being kept from
holding office, Roosevelt believed that lynching was detrimental to both white
and black alike. 37
Despite such notable defenses taken to improve race relations, TR's
presidency also had some blemishes. Although strong arguments can be made
in defense of the president in regards to the Indianola and Brownsville affairs, in
the end they were setbacks to the racial scene for which he must bear some of the
blame. In this case, his belief that "the individual, not the race, must be held
responsible for the crime and must be recognized alike by the race to which the
criminal belongs and the race to which the victim belongs," did not alleviate any
tensions or ill feelings. 38 Late in his second term, he also received criticism for
refusing to cut down Southern representation until the negro vote ceased to be
repressed in that region. While it is possible this might have improved the
situation, Roosevelt dismisses such a possibility by saying that, "I object strongly
to the proposal to put in the platform [such a] plan ... the best colored men I
know, like Booker Washington for instance, say that no good can come from such
a movement ... It would be an empty threat and no measure whatever would be
taken to follow it up."39
As has been demonstrated by the see-saw journey between triumphs
and failures undertaken by the president, most often, Roosevelt found himself
frustrated by the inconsistencies of Southern feeling regarding his policies on
race. For example, in the Indianola affair, white Southerners vehemently
opposed Mrs. Cox being a black postmaster, but many of these same critics had
no issue depositing their money in her husband's bank. 40 Similarly, TR's
Southern opponents decried the invitation of Booker T. Washington to the White
House, but had little to say when a black protestant archdeacon and a minister
attended a religious gathering there not long afterwards. 41 As Thayer correctly
states, "Who could steer safely amid such shoals?" 42 Although Roosevelt
attempted to steer the ship of state by the navigational systems of "justice,
manliness, and common sense," his job at the tiller was made more daunting by
the presence of such radical Southerners like James Kimble Vardaman and
Benjamin Tillman (from Mississippi and South Carolina, respectively). 43

35
Mario R. Dinunzio, Theodore Roosevelt (Washington, D.C.: CQ Press, 2003), 153.
"Ibid,
37 Joseph Bucklin Bishop, Ed, Theodore Roosevelt and His Time, Shown in His Own Letters, Vol. I (New York, NY: Charles Scribner's
Sons,
38 Dyer, Theodore Roosevelt and the Idea ... , 116.
39 Elting E. Morison, Ed., The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1952), 999.
40
Gatewood, "Theodore Roosevelt and the Indianola ... ," 69.
41
William Roscoe Thayer, Theodore Roosevelt: An Intimate Biography (Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1919), 284.
42 Ibid, 284.
43 Ibid, 194.
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Radical Southern Progressives generally tended to wield a great deal of
influence throughout the South and catered to white fears and hatreds. Both
"Pitchfork" Ben Tillman and James "White Chief" Vardaman trumpeted white
supremacy. These men advocated repealing the Fourteenth and Fiftee~th
amendments and attempted to further hinder the progress of blacks by cuttmg
state appropriations to black schools. 44 Tillman explains these policies and the
disfranchisement of blacks in South Carolina by saying, "We stuffed ballot boxes.
We shot them [blacks]. We are not ashamed of it ... We called a Constitutional
Convention, and we eliminated ... all of the colored people whom we could under
the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments." 45 Vardaman took this one step
further by saying that:
I am just as much opposed to Booker Washington as a voter,
with all his Anglo-Saxon reinforcements, as I am to the coconutheaded, chocolate-colored, typical little coon, Andy Dotson, who
blacks my shoes every morning. Neither is fit to perform the
supreme function of citizenship. 46
Thus it is not surprising that most Northerners believed that racial prejudice and
tension existed only in the South.
The problem is that men like Vardaman and Tillman were merely
espousing publicly what many whites felt but would not sayY Perhaps most
telling of all was the ability of these men (and others like them) to delay or block
presidential political appointments as well as to sway some of the northern
populace through their lecture circuits. Tillman, himself, highlights this triumph
over the opposition when he wrote, "I do not doubt that I have been
instrumental in causing the Northern people ... to have a much saner view of the
Negro question .... " 48 Consequently, it comes as no surprise that Northern
whites were confused on how to deal with the ever pervasive "Negro
Question."49 The reaction and policies from Washington were mixed at best, and
tended to clash with the messages being spread from the South, resulting in
inconclusive solutions. Accordingly, some northern whites likely believed that
by ignoring the problem, it would merely go away. This lack of resolution, when
coupled with the belief in Victorian ideals by American society, set the table for
racial conflict and bloodshed during the summer of 1908, in the growing
metropolis of Springfield, Illinois.
By 1908, Springfield had literally reaped, hammered and chiseled its
way into significance; changing from the prairie village it had been in the
previous century into a "bustling hub of farming and manufacturing centers." 50
44 Arthurs. Link review of William F. Holmes' The White Chief: James Kimble Vardaman (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University
Press, 1970), in ~e Journal of American History, VoL 58, No.1 Oune 1971): 189-190; Francis Butler Simkins, "Ben Tillman's View of the
Negro," in The Journal of Southern History, Vol. 3, No.2 (May

1937): 161-174.
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The old dirt roads in the town had given way to pavement and the spread of
trolley-cars. These technological improvements contrasted starkly with the
surrounding nutrient rich, black-dirt fields which reminded older residents of
times not long past. Shadows cast by smokestacks over the plentiful shacks in
the city's eastern zone, served as additional reminders of the encroachment of
industrialization into this formerly rural area. 51 The burgeoning coal industry,
when coupled with European immigration and Southern migration, caused the
population of Springfield to grow in "gold rush proportions," boosting the
population from 25,000 in 1890, to almost 50,000 inhabitants by 1908.52 Out of
this, roughly five and one-half percent, or 2,500 were black.53 While this proved
to be a higher percentage than many northern communities at the time, its
overall population was not nearly as significant as those in Chicago, New York,
St. Louis, and elsewhere throughout the North, where blacks would be in more
direct competition with whites for jobs.54 As aforementioned, despite such
Northern characteristics and approaches to business, Springfield's attitude
towards blacks remained distinctly more Southern. 55 Krohe suggests that most
of the city's "social and political elites" had come to the Illinois capital from
Kentucky or Missouri. 56 Some further highlighted this idea by suggesting that
the seedier areas of town (such as those regions known locally as the Levee and
the Badlands), were run by a "dissolute and criminally-inclined class of blacks." 57
Accordingly, the capital had developed a reputation for being one of the
most politically crooked cities in the Midwest, and was rumored to rival Chicago
and San Francisco for the "wickedness of its saloons, brothels and narcotics
dens." 58 In the Levee, lowlifes and elites, as well as whites and blacks, bumped
elbows in pursuit of game, drink and female company. So long as it remained
contained within this region and the local bosses could deliver the votes on
election day, the political leaders allowed the pawnbrokers and saloon keepers to
maintain their illicit sources of income. To Tammany Hall Democrat George
Washington Plunkitt, and other politicians of the day, this was merely a form of
"honest graft, or seeing your opportunities and taking them." 59 Nevertheless 60,
the power of the black vote and the prominent places held by African-Americans
in this region of vice fueled the animosity that Springfield whites felt towards
most of their darker skinned counterparts. White enmity was further aggravated
by the presence of "black scabs," residing in this district, who threatened to
nullify the leverage that white miners and laborers could exert by striking.
Despite appeals by reformers and clergymen designed to shut down such areas
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which were a "disgrace and stench to the civilized world," the power of the ward
bosses remained unaltered.61 By the summer of 1908, many Springfeldians
would be sorry that they had not heeded the advice of these moralists.
In the middle of 1908, a great deal of attention, regardless of one's race,
was devoted to the rapidly developing fame of the black boxer, Jack Johnson.
"Papa Jack" threatened the racial superiority of whites in and out of the ring,
whether he was pummeling white boxers or mingling with white women. 62 To
blacks he was a hero and to whites, the destroyer of 'white hopes.' Accordingly,
the title "Johnson Anxious to fight Burns," was the main focus of the sports page
of the Illinois State Journal because Burns was the white champion and symbolic
defender of white supremacy. 63 The Journal's rival periodical, The Illinois State
Register, indicated that racial tensions gripped the South, when it ran an article
on the "Race War in East Texas." 64 Yet, even this was buried on the thirteenth
page, making it hardly more noticeable than a storm ravaging Wisconsin or a
father sending his son to jail. 65 Thus, to those who read their daily periodicals,
race tension was present, but mostly only in the South or inside the ring. Both
races watched these developments with a bit of anxiety, knowing that the boxing
match held the potential to instigate race conflict (as it later would throughout
the country). Yet, in just over a month, residents of Springfield bore witness to
an event closer to home, which brought more pressing and unexpected racial
issues to the front pages.
On July 5th, Clergy A. Ballard, a local and respected mining engineer,
was gravely wounded defending his family and home against a razor-wielding,
black intruder. 66 The actual motive is difficult to discern because the newspapers
make it clear that nothing was disturbed in the modest home. Regardless, due to
the fact that Ballard's sixteen-year old daughter, Blanche, awoke to the presence
of a black man, Joe James, in her room, it became an issue of sexual assault. 67
Alerted to the intruder's presence and the threat against a female of his family,
Mr. Ballard did his manly duty and pursued the fleeing man from his home and
caught up with him in the front yard. After a desperate struggle, the unarmed
Ballard was "cut in half a dozen places, by a sharp weapon, presumably a
razor."68 Although weakened by loss of blood and unable to stop the flight of
James, Ballard managed to "stagger back to the porch and his frightened family"
before collapsing, and thereby turning the floor boards into what resembled a
"killing pen.''69 The incident was further confused by the injury of a colored man
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(Ed Jamison) walking in the neighborhood, by a "negro armed with a sharp
instrument." 70
Although Clergy Ballard had been rushed to the hospital, one of the
razor thrusts to his chest had punctured a lung and proved fatal.7 1 It did not take
long for the perpetrator to be caught, being discovered five hours later by four
young girls, while he was sleeping less than half a mile away in Reservoir Park. 72
After phoning the Ballards' and the police, the girls kept watch over the sleeping
man until Ballard's sons and a few neighbors arrived, to finish defending white
feminine virtue.73 After a quick examination which revealed the blood stains
from Ballard still on James' clothes, the small mob began to beat the dazed
individual into a bloody pulp.
Only the timely arrival of the local police prevented the small group of
citizens from avenging the death of Clergy Ballard right there in the street
through the use of vigilante justice.74 After the battered Joe James was hauled to
jail, more information was uncovered which was likely to provoke the white
community: James was a migrant from Alabama who had only been in
Springfield for about a month; he frequented saloons and narcotics dens; and
had been released from the local jail only hours before he committed the
murder.75 Even the Illinois State Journal alluded to this potentially enflaming
material, by suggesting that, "Had it been realized that Ballard was certain to die
it is not likely that the negro would have ever reached the city prison." 76 On July
7th, the yellow journalists went one step further, almost condoning conflict by
stating that "even though a mob should be formed for the purpose of dealing
vengeance to James, [due to the police presence] it is hardly possible the object
would be accomplished." 77 Fortunately, trouble was averted by the call for a
special and speedy grand jury by the Assistant States Attorney and the
Springfield City CounciJ.78 After approval was granted by the local circuit court,
officials "believed that the case would be ready for hearing next month
[August]." 79
As preparations for the trial continued, the news updates symbolically
slipped off of the front page to the latter pages, just as the issue itself soon began
to fade from the public's attention. The shift of focus is evident when a week
later, an assault on Mrs. John Scott by Budell Brooks, another black man, only
made the seventh page of the Illinois State Journal. 80 Admittedly, the incident did
not involve a fatality, but for the most part, the lack of interest of the public was
70
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due to a zeroing-in on other important matters. The local baseball team, the
Springfield Senators were doing well and "late summer clearance sales were in
progress."B1 Additionally, farm commodity prices had just slumped.82 Finally,
politics, both local and national, were beginning to heat up-the incumbent
governor Charles S. Deneen had just been nominated in the Republican
gubernatorial primary, while both William Howard Taft and William Jennings
Bryan were gearing up for the upcoming presidential elections. 83 On August
14th, another conflict arose which compelled Springfeldians to revisit the racial
issue from the preceding month.
In the early morning of what promised to be a typical, warm, prairie
autumn day, Springfield residents brought in their daily papers and were
shocked by what they read. Regardless of which of the two major local papers
that they subscribed too, residents were alerted to the occurrence of a heinous
crime. In true yellow journalist form, the Illinois State Journal proclaimed in their
headlines that a white woman was "Dragged from Her Bed and Outraged by a
Negro."B4 The other paper, the Illinois State Register, suggested that it was "one of
the greatest outrages that has ever happened in Springfield," and that "no effort
should be spared to find the black viper and to force appropriate punishment."85
Both papers were reporting on the assault committed against the young,
twenty-one year old Mabel Hallam, the wife of Earl Hallam, a local street car
operator.86 The story was made that much more incendiary by the papers
reporting that Mrs. Hallan1 was a "quiet, respectable young married woman,
who just four weeks ago buried her only child." 87 The young woman, as she
normally did, had left a light burning in her bedroom as she awaited the arrival
of her husband home from work. Around 11:30 p.m ., she was awakened by the
feeling of someone on her bed . Thinking this to be her husband, but noticing
that the lamp had been turned down, she asked, "Earl, what are you doing?" "I
guess I am drunk," was the reply. Mrs. Hallam, sensing that this was something
quite queer, called out to her husband's parents who lived next door, but was
silenced by a hand at her throat, which was accompanied by the following
words: "Keep still or I'll kill you! " Heeding the advice, she was then "pulled on
the floor into the kitchen, onto the porch, down two steps, and then across a
rough stone sidewalk into the garden. In his work, the negro broke off several
laths in the garden gate. [He then] left the half unconscious and thoroughly
frightened girl in the garden and fled ."
Upon preliminary investigation, it was discovered that the assailant
gained entry to the house by cutting the kitchen screen door and entering
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through the back of the house, by an unlocked door. 88 Early speculations were
further aroused when a neighbor, Rolla Keyes, reported that he had heard
someone stirring in an outhouse earlier in the evening. 89 The Journal
hypothesized that "three young women live in adjoining houses on [that] block
and it is possible that this man was waiting to catch the first one of the three that
ventured out of doors." 90 Further weight was added to this argument when the
purpose of robbery was dismissed-"the negro had never once mentioned
money to his victim and made no effort to search the house." 91 The Springfield
press underscored the topics of miscegenation and black crime, thereby further
encouraging such white concerns and driving white men to honor the code of
manliness and defend an innocent female's honor. More specifically, the
periodicals, like some of their readers, hoped to prove that blacks were "unfit for
life in the North." 92 If successful in this task, blacks might be removed, or at least
decreased in number, thus alleviating the racial tensions in the region, which
would simply reinforce the belief that such conflicts only occurred in the South.
The chances of this seemed likely, when later that morning authorities
arrested George Richardson, a black worker who was assisting in the remodeling
of a home nearby in the neighborhood. 93 Richardson, after being picked out of a
lineup of other black men by Mrs. Hallam, had been taken to the Sangamon
County Court House to be served with his arrest warrant. 94 Ironically, the
building had previously served as the Illinois Statehouse and was situated near
the Lincoln-Herndon law offices-both important locations in Lincoln's day.
Although much of this information later turned out to be inaccurate, according to
the papers, Richardson was "an ex-convict in his early thirties who had served
time for murder and had been out of prison for only two years." 95 Rumors of this
interracial assault case must have spread throughout the workplace and the
surrounding blocks quickly, for by the time that Sheriff Charles Werner was
ready to escort Richardson back to the jail (only a block away), he issued a call
for additional armed guards to assist him. By 3:30 p.m., the armed escort had
weaved its way through the crowd, which continued to gather as the whistles
announced the end of the work day. 96 The amalgamation of citizens gathering at
the corner of 7th and Jefferson Streets grew to several thousand, consisting of
laborers, miners and streetcar workers, as well as "weekend shoppers, curious
tourists and young rowdies." 97
Initially, tempers seemed to remain under control, but an incident that
occurred on the north end of town earlier that afternoon, was a good indicator of

the violence to come. At 2:00 p.m., a group of whites had cornered and beaten a
"lone black man with bricks and baseball bats." 98 As the temperature continued
to increase on that hot, Friday afternpi:m in August, Sheriff Warner spared no
precaution in preparing for the worst. I The Journal stated that the jail "resembled
an arsenal."99 Guards armed with n~1-v Springfield rifles patrolled the grounds
and the corridors within the jail. Boxes of rifle cartridges were distributed to
newly dep~tized citizens, as well as local and county officers, who stacked extra
rifles in easily accessible places. As the Journal suggested, "Had any move been
made to execute lynch law, there would have been dead men on Springfield's
streets-[the guards] had been given instructions to shoot and kill if necessary."
By 4:15 p.m., alarmed by the continued milling about of the crowd and
the increased threats such as "lynch the nigger" and "break down the jail" in the
air, Sheriff Werner made a call to Mayor Roy Reece requesting additional
reinforcements.l 00 Mayor Reece passed the word for the organization of the local
militia, but this force would not be ready to assist until almost 7 o' clock. 101 With
no sight of relief coming to his aid, Sheriff Werner consulted with Chief of Police
Morris and both agreed that it was necessary to move the criminals (both Joe
James and George Richardson) out of town in order to prevent bloodshed.I 02
Shortly after 5 p.m., a fire alarm was called in for Seventh and Washington
Streets, just a short distance away. 103 The commotion of the fire engine rattling
past the crowd had the desired effect, and allowed four officers of the law to
sneak the two prisoners out of the jail and down an alley to a waiting automobile
on Sixth Street.I04 James and Richardson were placed in the back with Deputy
Sheriffs Kramer and Hanrahan, while Sergeant Yazell and Deputy Rhodes stood
on the running boards to fend off any troublesome citizens. 105 "Like a grey streak
the auto shot northward," local restaurateur Harry Loper at the wheel, pushing
the vehicle up to nearly forty miles an hour.l 06 In but a short time, the two
criminals were driven to nearby Sherman, Illinois and loaded onto a northbound
train to Bloomington where they would be out of harm's way. 107
Sheriff Werner had been sure that removing the root of the problem
would dismiss the crowd, but instead the combined factors of high heat, missed
dinners, and vengeance had transformed the citizens into an irate mob.l 08
Believing that they were being duped and refusing to believe that the criminals
were gone, members of the mob demanded that a committee be allowed inside
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the jail to search for them.I 09 Sheriff Werner consented but the negative results
that were returned hardly alleviated the problem, and if anything, only made
matters worse. Angered and confused, the mob loitered for awhile until
someone in the crowd stated that Harry Loper had been the man to supply the
getaway vehicle, and with a cry of "On to Loper's!" a portion of the mob began
to head towards his elegant restaurant, about five blocks away.no
While these citizens left, those remaining behind continued to harass
and pelt with bricks, the local militiamen of the Third Infantry who had arrived
from the arsenal to find a scene of chaos. 1ll Despite such conditions, the small
contingent of twenty-six men, under the command of Colonel Richard Shand,
managed to push back the crowd and set up ropes to keep them away from the
jail.112 Unfortunately, things were not looking so bright several blocks away at
223 South Fifth Street. As one contemporary wrote, "when he [Loper] returned
after having safely delivered his prisoners he was made the victim. His
automobile was smashed, his restaurant was sacked, and his property
destroyed."J13 Loper had attempted to protect many lives, if not the $50,000
worth of damage inflicted upon his property. He later stated:
I have been through one riot in Cincinnati in '83 ... when 100 men
were killed. It was to avoid loss of life that I took those men
out of town. I have no interest in [them] whatever, and would go
just as far as to punish [them] as anybody, but after going through
the Cincinnati riot, and knowing this sheriff as I do, I knew he
would be killed first before he would let the jail be taken. I
thought I would save life by removing the colored men.l 14
Miscommunication and insufficient numbers prevented what few authorities
were on hand from stopping the rampant destruction. At 8:10 p.m., the Gatling
gun contingent of the local militia "consisting of a lieutenant and eight men was
ordered to Loper's." m They had been ordered to leave their main weapons
behind by the governor, and in their frantic efforts to arrive on the scene had
grabbed rifles but no bullets. 116 The promised ammunition wagon never arrived
resulting in the small group being quickly overpowered by the mob, having their
weapons wrested from them after being injured by thrown bricks.l 17
By 8:30 p.m., the presence of Loper standing in the doorway armed with
a rifle, as well as the four patrolmen nearby, no longer proved a sufficient
deterrent to the gathered throng of people. 118 Loper's new automobile was
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parked in front of his property, and soon became the target of the mob's wrath.119
The vehicle was upended and was follovy-ed shortly thereafter by the crash of a
brickbat going through one of the plate glass windows of the restaurant.J2° In a
few seconds, a flurry of bottles, bricks and pieces of wood bombarded the front
of the restaurant, compelling Mr. Loper and his employees to seek cover in the
rear of the building.121 Here on Fifth Street, the mob satiated its desire for
wanton destruction, or so it seemed. "Come on, fellows, get some more bricks.
There are plenty in the alley and the man won't have to haul them away. Get
some beer bottles. The breweries buy them by the car load." "Don't throw at the
bricks. Loper doesn't own them." Such comments stirred even the idlest
bystander into encouragement, if not outright action. Soon the comments took
an even darker turn. "Curse the day that Lincoln freed the nigger ... Abe Lincoln
brought them to Springfield and we will run them out." 122
Once the front of the building was demolished, a lull appeared when
the leaderless mob, its target destroyed, looked for further direction- it found it
in a most unusual candidate. "What the hell are you fellows afraid of? Come on
and I will show you how to do it. Women want protection and this seems to be
the only way to get it," roared the obese Kate Howard, the operator of a local
boardinghouse.l 23 The new "Joan of Arc," as the papers would later dub her,
challenged the mob's masculinity, and their resulting fire led them to follow her
into the building where destruction was further waged. Loper, his family, and
his employees were chased into the cellar, where they guarded themselves and
the supply of liquor behind a locked door.124 Caught amidst the swell of rioters
was the young teenager Louis Johnson, who fell mortally wounded, after Loper
fired through the top of the door frame in order to deter the mob.l 25 Johnson was
the riot's first casualty-his body later found beneath the piles of debris and
broken furniture of the restaurant.J26
Outside on the street, the scene had not improved. As a final act of
contempt for Loper and his property, the overturned car was set ablaze and
those valuables inside still worth anything were carried off by looters. 127
Contents from the building were soon added to the blaze, causing it to "reach
similar height to the surrounding buildings." 128 Calls to the fire department were
in vain, as the mob would not let them perform their duty. Any attempt to
extinguish the blaze was thwarted, with rioters going so far as to cut the fire
hoses so they could not be used.J29 Even the arrival of, and appeal by Mayor
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Reece could not restore order, since soon he too, was forced to seek cover. 130 All
present authorities brushed aside, the mob hungered for more and headed
towards the nearby Levee district.
While this had been going on, Governor Charles Deneen had been
nervously watching out~his-office window in the Statehouse, less than four
blocks away. The trail of smoke rising from the area of Loper's restaurant only
confirmed the reports he had been receiving. By 9:15 p.m., the city authorities
appealed to the governor for help, to which he responded quickly. Immediately,
requests went out across the state, calling in available militia units-all except
four hundred veteran, colored soldiers of the 8th Illinois National Guard.B1 It
was believed that their service was only likely to further complicate the issues at
hand_l32 Other guardsmen from Decatur, Bloomington, Normal, Peoria, Pekin,
and Taylorville boarded trains bound for Springfield, while those companies
from Danville, Delavan, Champaign, and Quincy were put on standby. 133
Unfortunately for the nervous citizens of Springfield, the trains bringing the first
of this relief would not arrive until about 2 a.m. the next morning.B4
In the meantime, in the words of Robespierre, "terror was the order of
the day." Bullets and brickbats flew threw the air wounding guilty and innocent
alike. On the grounds of the County Courthouse, Eugene W. Chafin, the
Prohibitionist party candidate for president was giving a speech to a gathered
crowd. During his speech, he noticed commotion in the crowd and saw a black
man, "with about five hundred whites in hot pursuit." 135 The man bolted
through the crowd, frantically clawing and slashing his way through to get away
from his predators, but upon reaching the stage was pulled from it by the mob.
Chafin, in a moment of heroism, confronted the group by thrusting his hand into
his jacket pocket, as if holding a gun, and said, "Stand back, gentleman or I'll
shoot the first one of you who touches this man!" 136 Chafin's aides and others on
the platform helped the black man escape, but when the mob discovered they
had been fooled, the candidate sustained bruises from debris thrown at him from
the angry group. 137
Throughout the city random acts of violence occurred as indicated by
personal accounts and the newspapers. Blacks riding on the streetcars trying to
get home or to flee the city were not safe, as crowded streets forced the trolleys to
stop, thereby allowing mob members to board and drag them off to receive their
beatings.13s Other blacks caught unaware of the outbreak because they were at
work, were the victims of congregated or individual acts of violence. These

included railroad and hotel porters, waiters, or even firemen at the state power
house.l39 Black men were dragged, thrown, beaten and trampled as mobs of
vengeance-seeking citizens coursed through the city unchecked.
By 10 o'clock, the mob had mostly disappeared from in front of the jail
and pursued their malicious actions elsewhere. Some pursued blacks in small
groups as aforementioned, while the majority reunited with those from Loper's
restaurant near the Levee district along East Washington Street. Here, the mob
unleashed its fury once again, this time against· the large number of black
businesses in the area. Establishments like Osbourne's Colored Barber Shop,
Dandy Jim Steele's Delmonico Restaurant, Chester Johnson's Saloon, and the Star
Theatre were broken into and ransacked.l 40 While orders were given to avoid
businesses owned by whites (white handkerchiefs or sheets were displayed out
front to indicate this), nevertheless, some minimal damage did occur. These
orders did not apply to shops of Jewish merchants, who because they served
Springfield's black residents, were accused of being "nigger lovers." 141
Pawnshops, like that owned by Reuben Fishman, became favored targets after
saloons because each provided resources to the rioters-the former, weaponry
and the latter, alcohol.l42 After returning to the ruins of his store, Fishman was
reported to exclaim, "I viii now haf to go in der poorhouse!" 143
For a short time, Dandy Jim and a few other black men put up a spirited
defense from second floor windows, but realizing that they were vastly
outnumbered and outgunned, they fell back after severely wounding several
white rioters. 144 This feisty defense only incited the mass, and a like a wounded
beast, it reared its head in order to charged upon its enemy once more. Dandy
Jim was not the only black man prepared to die protecting himself or others that
night. Clarence Liggins, a janitor who worked under Secretary of State Rose,
responded to the state's call even though shortly before he had been forced off a
trolley on his way out of town, being told that the "niggers would stink everyone
else off." 145 Nevertheless, accompanied by some colleagues, Liggins armed
himself and trudged back to the Governor's Mansion stating that "I told him
[Sec. Rose] not to worry about it, that I'd be there when she went down in
ashes." 146 Edith Carpenter's father was another, who spent all night marching
back and forth between the family store and their home, armed with "a gun on
each shoulder." 147
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Not all blacks felt inclined to stay and fight, with many of them
"bundling whatever possessions they could carry and leaving their homes. Some
took refuge in the state arsenal near the statehouse or at nearby Camp Lincoln,
where they were offered food, lodging and military support." 148 Albert Harris,
only twelve years old in 1908, described how the soldiers at Camp Lincoln
"turned them [the rioters] back," when they came to harass his family and others
seeking asylum at the military base.l 49 A select few, like LeRoy Brown, a
coachman, managed to find shelter within the city by hiding at the homes or
businesses of their white employers.l 50 A thirteen year old Phoebe Mitchell Day
helped her family hide their trunk of possessions in a nearby cornfield before
seeking safety overnight in a vacant boxcar.l 51 Many black residents simply fled
the city all together. Mattie Hale, a sixteen year old girl at the time, recalled how
her family housed "about twenty to twenty-five people" at her home on the
outskirts of town-some in the house, some in the barn loft and some
"underneath the fruit trees." 152
The number of refugees was greatly increased when the rioters pushed
into the predominantly black residential district known as the Badlands, "a
tinderbox of one-room hovels and rough board shacks." 153 Here, the rioters
created a multi-block inferno until soon the whole east end of the city appeared
to be in flames. One resident described the process as follows: "A few men
would enter a shack and after tipping over the bed and tearing open the mattress
would pour on a little oil and apply a match . Th at was a11 there was t o 1"t . "154
Once again the firemen were helpless against the will of the citizens, which
resulted in a "four block area between Ninth and Eleventh Streets and Madison
and Jefferson Streets," being leveled by fire.l 55 In describing the felons, Mildred
Conrad Horner wrote:
It is clear that it [the mob] was not composed of honest, wellmeaning vigilantes, but rather ruffians who conspired to use
the commission of a wrong as an excuse to indulge in the
abhorrent passions of evil for arson, looting, torture, murder,
and, under the guise of avengers, secure immunity. It is impudently
grotesque to assume for a moment that any of the ringleaders
were moved by a chivalrous zeal to protect or avenge
womanly honor.l 56
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Alice Martin, a teehager during the riot, remembered how those blacks who fled
at least managed to look at things with a dark sense of humor-many of the
residents in the Badlands had been renters. 157 Perhaps the greatest irony was
that Clarence Harvey was among these refugees, who only three weeks earlier
had "come to Springfield from Kentucky, expecting to find what he called an
ideal Negro locality in the home of the Great Emancipator." 158
What is most telling is that even white residents feared and could not
believe the mob as it wandered the city in search of victims. Nathan Cohn, only
twelve years old, witnessed a Jewish man inspiring the mob to lynch a black
man. When it was discovered that no one had any rope, "he [the Jewish man]
went across the street and took [a] clothesline off and hung this guy up ... put it
around his neck and put it on a tree and just pulled him up." 159 Frances
Chapman, was a ten year old girl at the time, and vividly recalled her mother
making both her and her brother take two baths in one day in order to divert
their attention and calm them down.l 60 Of course there were exceptions to this,
one of them being Charles Butler. When his friend's father insisted that they stay
home to avoid the trouble, he replied, "Mr. Anderson, you know I come from
south Georgia, and I have seen so many riots; I want to go see how you
northerners pull it off." 161 Charles Butler got his show.
As the fires blazed in the eastern end of the city and the clock at Union
Station chimed two, the mob continued its work, with the worst soon to come.
On Twelfth Street, between Madison and Mason, lived a black man by the name
of Scott Burton. At the first sign of trouble, the fifty-six year old sent his wife and
children out of town, while he remained at home to defend his property.l 62 The
unsinkable Kate Howard, still leading the mob, showed up on his doorstep and
was rewarded with a load of buckshot which clipped her arm, slightly wounding
her.J63 After another volley of buckshot, Burton realized the situation was
hopeless and tried to flee out the side door only to be knocked unconscious by
more waiting mob members. Within minutes, the unconscious black man had
been dragged across the street and strung up on a nearby tree in front of a
saloon, once again by clothesline. Shouts of "We've got one. Hurrah! Look at
the nigger swing," filled the air.l 64 Not long afterwards, "the crowd riddled
Burton's body with bullets" and attempted "all manner of fiendish cruelties
upon it."16s At 2:30 a.m., the first detachment of the militia arrived and was
immediately sent to Burton's residence. After volley fire proved incapable of
scaring off the crowd, the rifles were leveled and bullets tore into the front rank
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of the mob, wounding several.1 66 Unfortunately for Scott Burton, help had
arrived too late. When Sheriff Werner cut his body down, more than forty
bullets were extracted from the corpse. 167 After the mob had been dispersed,
other than a few minor outbursts of violence, the bloodshed in the city had at last
come to a halt, if only temporarily.
On Saturday morning, Springfeldians awoke to the presence of
militiamen patrolling the streets of the state capital. Mildred Conrad Horner
asserted that two brigades of infantry and one regiment of cavalry were on duty,
dispersed throughout Springfield, "to the best possible advantage." 168 If this is
correct, roughly 3,691 guardsmen were busy trying to keep the peace, however, it
seems that a lower number, although perhaps not as low as Senechal's 500, is
more reasonable. 169 Mayor Reece attempted to aid these soldiers' taxing efforts
by closing all saloons in town, and asking that all other "businesses downtown
shut down by 6:00 p.m. in the evening." 170 Governor Deneen denounced the acts
of the mob by saying:
It is as intolerable as it is inexcusable. The idea of wreaking
vengeance upon a race for the crimes of one of its members is
utterly repugnant to all notions of law and justice. No government
can maintain its self-respect and permit it. The entire resources
of the state will be drawn upon, if necessary, to protect every citizen
of Springfield in his person and property, and those who violate the
law must suffer the consequences. 171
Yet by 7 p.m. in the evening, another crowd had gathered at the corner of
Washington and Seventh Streets.
Major General Edward C. Young, the commanding officer of the militia,
had received similar reports throughout the day and into the evening and was
having difficulty managing the situation with the troops that he had available.
He had already dispatched cavalry units to prevent the formation of mobs in
southeast Springfield and was stretched thin by the need to cover so many
different locations throughout the city.172 With troops at the statehouse, county
jail, arsenal, Camp Lincoln, and the regions of the city with the highest black
concentrations, Young had a limited amount of men at his disposal. 173 Matters
were further complicated by the number of hit and run acts of violence as well as
false alarms reported by nervous families. 174
Back in the downtown, a shout of "Forward, citizens! Let us complete
the good work begun last night," stirred the group into action as they rallied

behind a man carrying the American flagP 5 Their destination was the arsenal
where a large number of black refugees were staying, however, the presence of a
large number of armed and determined state militiamen thwarted their attempt.
Sensing defeat, one frustrated member changed the plan and urged the mob on
"to Donnegan's flats!" This new destination was the nearby home of William
Donnegan, a rheumatic, eighty year old who had made a modest living
"importing Southern blacks to work in the homes and shops of pre-Civil War
Springfield." 176 The accounts of his death vary, but all of them agree that the
reason for his assault was likely due to the fact that he had a comfortable living
and had been married to a white woman for over thirty years. 177 Dragged from
his home, beaten senseless, and with his throat cut by a razor, the one time
acquaintance of Abraham Lincoln was strung up by his neighbors' clothesline in
a school yard only a block away from the Illinois Capitol Building. 178 Although a
patrol of militiamen hastened to the scene, chased off the mob, cut the old man
down, and rushed him to St. John's Hospital, he expired the next day-the last
victim of the mob. 179
On Sunday morning, the arrival of additional troops to bolster the
fatigued militiamen patrolling the streets of Springfield must have been a
welcome relief. General Young described the streets of the capital by saying that
"the post [had] assumed the appearance of an army camp." 180 With the
exception of one or two more minor incidents, which were averted without
bloodshed if not without loss of property, order had finally been restored.l 81 The
costs of the riot had been great. Seven men were killed and more than one
hundred had been wounded in the conflict. Additionally, more than forty homes
and two dozen businesses were destroyed or severely damaged, with the end
result being hundreds of blacks were homeless. 182 Governor Deneen, oft
regarded as a "hard-nosed administrator," immediately urged the States
Attorney to call for a Grand Jury. 183 As evidence and witnesses were being
prepared for the trial, locals examined the events and attempted to determine the
cause for such an occurrence.
Some blamed the police, the mayor, or other officials. Katherine Enos,
in writing to a friend was so ashamed of the "shockingly disgraceful events,"
that she wrote, "you may not wish to acknowledge a correspondent in the place
[Springfield]."I84 Ms. Enos went on to suggest that "Reliable men, who saw the
beginning of the first riot, say that any two policemen doing their duty could
l75 Jbid,44.
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have stopped it, for then the participants were only young boys-some in knee
pants."18s Mildred Conrad Horner furthered this oelief by writing that some
citizens believed "that half a dozen husky Chicago polic~men, had they been on
the spot at the beginning, would have applied their brogans [shoes] in the places
reserved for such application and broken up the riot ... " 186 Others still blamed
the lower elements of society. Some even supported the farfetched accusations
of William Lloyd Clark. Clark blamed the disaster of the slums on' destitute and
affluent, black and white-who supported such institutions through their
willingness to succumb to drink and licentious. He chided:
It is true, workingmen are there by the thousands, dissipating
away their hard earned wages, while their families suffer in
poverty and their children are deprived of an education. But the
slum must have its rich devotees who can buy champagne
at four dollars a throw and pay fancy prices for fancy women. 187
Additionally, "Negro dive saloons and Bohemian saloons where the English
language is never spoken" were "blazing lighthouses of hell and recruiting
stations for the penitentiary .. .in and arou~ ([such] places loaf the porch-climber
and yeggman, who would take your life f~t a dollar." 188 Many were not so
indiscriminate, however, and sided with the 1ocal press, which seemed to blame
the incident on the "negroes' own misconduct, general inferiority, and unfitness
for free institutions."189
Across the country, from Boise to Charleston and New York to
Portland, other journalists added their own opinions and analysis. Unlike other
recent race riots, the Springfield incident secured a prominent place in local and
national papers across the nation for a prolonged period of time-almost two
weeks. Significant among these, was the criticism of the Southern press, where
one journalist wrote "the difference between race riots North and South is this:
that while in the South the guilty negro is punished, in the North war is made on
the negro population." 190 Even The Washington Post took a southern slant: "The
Springfield newspapers will comment very mildly on the next lynching bee
pulled off in Texas." 191 Vardaman and Tillman vociferated "that the North was
just as racist as the South." 192 Most important, however, was the criticism that a
journalist of The Independent, William English Walling, wrote in his article
entitled, "The Race War in the North."
Upon arrival in Springfield, Walling was appalled and dismayed by
what he saw and heard. He intuitively stated that the significance of the event

was threefold: "first, it occurred in an important and historical northern town;
second, that the small number of blacks did not endanger 'white supremacy';
and finally, that the North in general, agreed that there were 'mitigating
circumstances: which caused the incident." 193 After discussing and analyzing
the event to some length, he highlighted that the spirit of Lovejoy and Lincoln
must be revived or else the race war would soon be transferred to the North.194
In an appeal to his fellow Northerners, he closed with the lines, "Yet who realizes
the seriousness of the situation, and what large and powerful body of citizens is
ready to come to their aid?" 195 The answer was that there was no such
organization, but his words did not fall upon deaf ears.
Fortunately for Walling, and the subjects of his discourse, Mary White
Ovington read the article while she was living in a New York negro tenement,
studying their living conditions.l 96 She was so outraged, that in conjunction with
Walling, Ovington arranged a meeting with other disillusioned reform-minded
whites who wished to change the plight of blacks. 197 These meetings were
further aided by the participation of Oswald Garrison Villard (grandson of the
abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison) and W. E. B. DuBois, who had organized
black leaders at the Niagara Conference in 1905. Walling's muckraking ability
was emphasized by DuBois, who confessed in a letter to the journalist, that
"Personally, I know perfectly well that you are the real founder of the
NAACP." I98 The date for the conference and appeal to the people was set for the
symbolic date of February 12th, 1909. These individuals sought to improve upon
the conditions of colored people in the United States, so they hoped to inspire the
'second coming' of the Great Emancipator, for they knew that if Lincoln were to
return, "he would be disheartened and discouraged." 199 Indeed, the former
president would have been greatly dispirited by the results of the trial in his
hometown.
Initial returns from the grand jury looked promising. The panel levied
one hundred and seven indictments (varying from inciting riot to murder)
against eighty individuals. Frank Hatch, the prosecutor for the state, was so
confident of success that he stated that " No one who is guilty will be spared!" 200
Many Springfield residents were more realistic, if albeit a bit pessimistic. "More
disgrace to follow .. .probably not one of the rioters will be punished," declared
one resident, and she was nearly right.2°1
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Judge James Creighton, "both capable and honest," presided over the
trials in the very room of the Sangamon County Court House (Old Capitol) in
which Lincoln had first accepted the Republican nomination for U.S. Senate.202
The prosecution based their cases off the ability to convict Abe Raymer, the
supposed leader of the group that stormed Donnegan's house. Although
Creighton kept the courtroom in order, he could not make the jury declare the
defendant guilty. With their best case derailed, the prosecution was faced with
acquittal after acquittal, with the only conviction of the 107 charges being petty
larceny-Abe Raymer had stolen a sword from a black militiaman's home
during the riot-2°3 Kate Howard and Joe James were the only further individuals
worthy of note in the proceedings-the former took strychnine rather than face
the charges and the latter was summarily hung for his crime, despite being a
minor and not being subject to the death penalty. 204 All others were eventually
released when it was apparent that "riot convictions could not be obtained from
local juries." 205
In closing, one might wonder, why study this sort of story? Other race
riots did occur throughout the North, but none had the lasting impact of this
incident. Although it has since slipped from the memory of most contemporary
Americans, it was an event that forever altered race relations and life in general,
in this country. The press coverage granted to the event focused national
attention on a wound which had been festering, in both the South and the North,
since the end of the Civil War. This coverage would not have been possible had
the confrontation not occurred in the right place, at the right time -Lincoln's
home town, only six months before the Great Emancipator's Centennial
Celebration. The idea that whites and blacks were killing each other under the
"shadow of his tomb" was even too much for some subtle white supremacists.zo6
Springfield may have been southern in character, but its geographic location
made it northern to the rest of the nation.
That nation has since corrected many wrongs over the course of the past
century, but it always sits poised on the brink, waiting to relapse back into the
abyss. For blacks, there is always a fear that with a few strokes of a pen or a few
coils of rope thrown over a tree, all of this progress can vanish. Can race
relations ever be resolved, or do we sit in a bottle like a scorpion, forever stinging
ourselves to death? With both Lincoln's bicentennial and the centennial of the
riot approaching, we must return to the words of Springfield' s favored son in
order to answer this: " .. .let us strive on to finish the work w e are in, to bind up
the nation's wounds ... to d o all which may achieve and cherish a just and
lasting peace among ourselves."207
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'A BEAUTIFUL DREAM REALIZED': JOHNS. RICE AND THE SEVENTY-FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE BA TfLE OF GETTYSBURG

B RIAN MAITHEW JORDAN

"We have real cause for being proud of our past and the heritage it has
given us ... We have a rich past ... along with this heritage we have had thrust
upon us a deep responsibility," John S. Rice said in 1959.1 Indeed, it was the
same sense of deep responsibility that had motivated him in anticipation of 1938.
That year marked the seventy-fifth anniversary of the cataclysmic, three-day
battle that was waged in the fields and farm lanes surrounding the seat of his
native Adams County, Pennsylvania. Rice's cognizance of the importance not
only of the Battle of Gettysburg - but of commemorating it - led the state
senator to introduce legislation providing for a state battle anniversary
commission; soon thereafter, by virtue of a gubernatorial appointment, Senator
Rice found himself the commission's chairman. In this capacity, Rice spurred
interest in remembrance; he fostered connections with local, state, and federal
leaders and organizations; he coordinated the construction of a vast "tent city"
and secured amenities for the attendees; he organized the proceedings and
crafted the program for a "final reunion" of the Blue and Gray; he arranged for
the construction of the Eternal Light Peace Memorial. Finally, he accomplished
each of these objectives efficiently, economically, and respectably.
"I appreciate the senator's ability and I can think of no one better fitted
to head this commission," Pennsylvania Governor George H. Earle declared
before a group of his friends at the Hotel Gettysburg on Memorial Day 1935. 2
Rice was not present in the hotel's crowded lobby to receive his appointment;
however, the news was probably no surprise. 3 The Senator had invited the
Governor and the entire State Senate to travel to Gettysburg for the Memorial
Day Services held in the Soldiers' National Cemetery with the objective of
securing support for the seventy-fifth anniversary commemoration. 4
Furthermore, this invitation came less than a month after Earle signed Rice's
General Assembly Act 42, which passed unanimously and instructed the
governor to appoint nine citizens to a state commission "to consider and arrange
plans for a proper and fitting recognition and observance at Gettysburg." The
commission would function without compensation and would invite the
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